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1. Personal Color

Personal color means a color group which is well harmonized with the eye, hair, and skin colors of an individual 

and makes the person looks more energetic. One’s Personal Image and how they look is a vital tool for self-ex-

pression. Having colors that match your body’s own colors can be a boon to self-confidence and makes your in-

terpersonal dealings more positive, and rewarding.1 This is why the Personal Identity system for analyzing personal 

color exists. It is a systematic method that establishes a distinct look that creates a sharper and more defined look 

for those that use it. The results of a personal color analysis can be used in identifying how exactly to pin-point 

areas which applying color can improve your overall look and complexion.2  

Knowing your Personal Color saves you time shopping, and money wasted on products that just don’t match.

Key terms used in personal color as follows. 

1)Warm/Cool base 

In 1928, American colorist Robert Dorr (1905 to 1979) discovered the principles of harmony and inconsistency 

of colors and divided them into warm (yellow undertone) and cool color (blue) tone. Robert Dorr developed color 

harmony by establishing Color Key Corporation of America in 1941. Color Key Corporation of America arranged 

the Color Key Program3 for 860 colors into yellow base 430 colors and blue base 430 colors in 1992.

Dorr’s color key program is applicable to all races around the world.4 

2)Seasonal color analysis

Johannes Itten (1888-1967, Germany), a professor of the Bauhaus in Germany said that all colors can be found 

and harmonized in the four seasons of spring, summer, fall and winter. As he taught students, he discovered that 

the colors used by individuals and their unique body colors (skin/pupil/hair colors) were related to the colors of 

the four seasons. This theory was developed by Carole Jackson (1942~) and was translated into the U.S. issue 

of ‘Color Me Beautiful’about personal color in the 1980s.

 

01  Introduction

1  Hong. M. S., 2005, Study on personal colors of Korean: focused on the age of twenties, Master's thesis, Hongik University, Republic of Korea.
2 Cha Ho Yeon (2011). Comparison of Domestic and Foreign Personal Color Diagnosis System Wonkwang University Ph.D. thesis.    
3 Knapp, Renae, Dorr, Dee (1985); Beyond the Color Explosion: The Color Key Program. Rainy Day. ISBN 978-0961534608
4 Kefgen, Mary; Touchie-Specht, Phyllis (1986). Individuality in Clothing Selection and Personal Appearance. Macmillan. p. 35
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Itten’s work on color is also said to be an inspiration for seasonal color analysis. Itten had been the first to 

associate color palettes with four types of people and had designated those types with the names of seasons. 

His studies of color palettes and color interaction directly influenced the Op Art5 movement and other color 

abstraction base movements.

Shortly after his death, his designations gained popularity in the cosmetics industry with the publication of‘Color 

Me A Season’. Cosmetologists today continue to use seasonal color analysis, a tribute to the early work by 

Itten. Psychologist Carole Jackson wrote the book“Color Me Beautiful”, which became wildly popular in the 

1980’s. In it, she simplified Caygill’s seasonal system (which used sixteen different personalities per season) 

and reduced it to a single personality per color season.

This made it vastly more straightforward for everyday women to shop for appropriate clothes, accessories, and 

makeup.6

3)PCCS Tone system7

The PCCS tone system, based on Faberbiren’s conceptual view of color harmony, was announced by the 

Japan Color Institute in 1964. The system is structured so that the concept of tone and color are simple to 

understand, and that it is easy to obtain color harmony, and be able to apply it to visualize and compare color 

combinations. 

The word color space, which is widely used in the fashion industry, is a spatial concept in which a color system 

is expressed in three dimensions. Commonly used color space systems include additive mixture methods such 

as RGB which is based on the way Red, Green, and Blue lights are added together to reproduce a broad away 

of colors; subtractive color methods as seen in CMYK, where mixing a limited set of dyes, inks, paint pigments 

or natural colorants to create a wider range of colors; and other models for color representation such as CIE-

LAB, which displays an infinite number of colors in a 3D spectrum, with its own notation system.

Typically, the CMYK coordinate system is used for physical print coloring, the RGB coordinate system is used 

for the chromatic color system of the electronic display, and the CIELAB coordinate system is used for human 

representation.8 However, there is no color system definition defined for the personal color type classification. In 

addition, the method of mapping the human’s original skin color (N color space such as RGB, CMYK, CIELAB) 

to the tone classification area of PCCS is not stipulated, some research9 is underway to develop a color model 

that connects color spaces.

5 http://www.artmovements.co.uk/opart.htm
6 David Burton (1984), "Applying Color", Art Education, USA: National Art Education Association, 37, JSTOR 3192794
7 PCCS Color System  (color, 2007. 3. 10.Hyungseul), Naver Encyclopedia
8 Color space in wikipedia.org, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_space
9 Journal of the Korean Society of Clothing and Textiles-Vol. 42, No. 1, pp.121-132, DOI: https://doi.org/10.5850/JKSCT.2018.42.1.121
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Qfora is working on CMYK area analysis (Offline) based on color-draping color tips and mixed area analysis 

(Online) such as RGB / CIELAB based on digital image analysis. In particular, when it comes to the digital image 

analysis, we are building up a color model and a verification model that minimizes the impact of the illumination 

(minimizing the metamerism10). Currently, we are constructing an online personal color analysis system based 

on RGB, CIELAB as a standard of the color space, and can additionally reflect other color space analysis results 

according to the tendency / quality of data.

The PCCS is a combination of ‘brightness’ and ‘saturation’, which can distinguish differences in the same 

color by tone. 

The above tone is suitable for the case of expressing a color name when the color is regarded as representing 

a specific image or color, and it is classified into 16 basic types, 23 systematic types, and 117 types with a 

maximum of 230 with additive tone adjectives.

Four representative tones of Qfora include eleven specific tones below.

Bright tone Bright tone, vivid tone

Light tone Light tone, pale tone

Mute tone Soft tone, light grayish tone, grayish tone

Dark tone Dark tone, deep tone, dark grayish tone

10 Metamerism, metamerism is a perceived matching of the colors with different (nonmatching) spectral power distributions. Colors that match this way 
    are called metamers
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4)Criteria for element analysis

Personal colorimetry11 has been studied extensively in many countries around the world, and in the United 

States, Suzanne Caygill (1911-1994) developed a system12 to determine personal color from skin color, hair 

color, and pupil color in 1940. Texture, color contrast levels, movement patterns, and facial and body charac-

teristics are also secondary indicators to help determine the basic seasonal patterns and tonalities within the 

season, and skilled professionals are able to predict preferences and personality types corresponding to the 

each seasonal groups.

From such a system, we can group as follows.

Skin Color Yellow Base Blue Base

Flush Flushed No flush

Recovering period 
after the exposure to

ultraviolet rays

More likely to get tan and 
retain the tan

More likely to burn and return 
to usual complexion

Hair color Light brown Dark brown Black

Eye color Brown Red-Brown

Skin tone Bright Tone Soft Tone Deep Tone

Hair thickness Thin Thick

Hair shininess Dry Glow

[Self analyzed personal color data]

11 the science and technology used to quantify and describe physically the human color perception.
12 [1] Color analysis (art) in wikipedia.org, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_analysis_(art)
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Skin base

Skin color tone Yellowish/middle/reddish

Flush Strong/middle/weak

Skin glow Strong/middle/weak

Hair color base

Eye color base

Hair color Yellowish/middle/reddish

Hair thickness Thick/middle/thin

Hair shininess Strong/middle/weak

Eye color Yellowish/middle/reddish

Eye contrast Strong/middle/soft

Shape of the eyes Good-natured/cool/deep/clear

Personal color base(required) Yellow base(warm tone)/blue base(cool tone)

Personal color season
(required)

Beads Spring/ Pearl Summer/ Bronze Autumn/ Crystal Winter

Personal color tone(required) Bright / Light / Mute / Dark

Personal color tone in detail
Bright tone, Vivid tone, Light tone, Pale tone, Soft tone, Light 

grayish tone, Grayish tone, Dark tone, Deep tone, 
Dark grayish tone

[Offline consulting personal color data]
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Since we can’t represent the all colors in the world, we use 275 colors as an index color in Qfora. (As of 5th of June, 2018).  

Color groups are classified into pink, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, brown, navy and gray groups. All colors have 

personal color and specific tones. Standard colors have values of personal color types, groups, and specific color tones 

(Standard colors may be added or changed in the future). Below shows part of 275 colors.

[Example - Color Index Table]

2. Body Shape and Style Information

7 sizes including height, weight, waist, chest and bottom sizes and leg length determines a silhouette from among 7 types 

from the Qfora fit style model. Body shape types include: hourglass, Inverted triangle, triangle·circle, rectangle, diamond, 

and the top hourglass figure.13

[7 types of the body shape]

13  [1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Female_body_shape : Female shapes in the fashion industry
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3. Face Shape Information

Face shape is a basic information for hair, glass, neckline and jewelry styling.

5 face types including oval, round, square, oblong, and heart shapes as well as gradients in between are 

available as well. (Ex. oblong+ square shape)

[5 types of the face shape]

4. Lifestyle Information and Purchasing Records

Preferred colors  (Top Five)

5 colors can be selected as preferred colors at max. Users can choose 5 Color nominees out of 12 Qfora drape 

colors. Users can change their preferred colors at any time.

Preferred pattern data

Preferred pattern data is collected through survey and purchasing records. Patterns are about 10 types includ-

ing foulard, check, paisley, aloha, dote, camouflage, geometry and other patterns.

Preferred Brand(s)

Users’preferred beauty and fashion brands are collected.  

Other Lifestyle Preferences

Lifestyle preferences may include lipstick colors, accessories and makeup styles. This can be added or deleted 

anytime.

Purchasing Records

It includes not only direct purchase but also an indirect purchase by a curation service or recommendations. 

oval round square oblong heart
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5. PI (Personal Information)

As explained above, the analyzed personal color or body shape is called PI (Personal Information). PI comprises 

various information that can characterize a person’s fashion attributes including personal color, fit style, 

preferred color & Image and purchasing records, etc, it is formed as below. 
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02  PI Collection Technology

1. Skin PI Collection and Smart Cam

To accurately analyze a users’ skin condition, Smart Cam selects from 5-Major indexes, which are criterion of skin 

condition and beauty evaluation used at actual skin clinical testing centers and aesthetic center. The indexes include: 

brightness of skin tone, skin oiliness, sensitiveness, wrinkle, toughness, and come together to create the Qfora Skin PI. 

Category Skin Condition Data Skin Condition Data

Skintone 
brightness

Average brightness of skin
 microscope video

Dark(0-315)-Slightly dark(429)-
Normal (502)-Slightly bright (608)

- Bright (1000)

Skin oiliness
Threshold or higher value from the 

grace scale skin video
Few (73)-Slightly few (265)-normal 

(413)-Slightly a lot (787)-a lot (1000)

Sensitiveness
The average value of R of RGB scale 

of video

dull(0-181)-slightly dull(363)-nor-
mal(454)-slightly sensitive(636)-

sensitive(1000)

Wrinkle

Wrinkle length from cell extraction area 
Wrinkle depth from cell extraction area 
Number of cells from video Average 

area of cells

More than average (0-178)-slightly a lot 
(283) -normal (353)-slightly few (465)-

very few (1000)

Toughness Average value of roughness
Very clear(0-381)-clear(541)-nor-

mal(725)- slightly a lot(870)-more than 
average(1000)

   ※ The table above is the average of 2,000 Koreans. 

(P&K Skin Clinical Testing Center)

Smart cam measures a user’s Skin PI, this value is analyzed systematically and specifically based on the Qfora clas-

sification model. Online/Offline curation service is provided based on the measured PI using big data and AI based 

analysis. 
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The steps for PI collection, analysis and result using Smart Cam are as follows.

Smart-cam is basically an in-house developed skin microscope that can acquire a skin image of about X40~ 

X100 magnification and upload it onto the Qfora platform. In order to acquire the Qfora skin PI, the imageob-

tained from the smart-cam is processed through a unique image processing system consisting of about 10 to 

12 steps, and the feature region and the corresponding values are calculated through each processing step.

[Smart Cam Image]

[Smart Cam Specifications]
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Below is the PI and 5 - Major indexes that can be obtained through smart-cam analysis.

1. Wrinkles

To calculate the length of wrinkle extracted by algorithm, you must first calculate the length of the horizontal, 

vertical, and straight lines from the image. Leave the diagonal line wrinkle, scan Y axis, deduct straight lines 

with more than 3 pixels and remove them from the image analysis.

2. Roughness

The skin cell area is detected through pre-processing and merging of overused cells. The detected skin cell 

area is labeled sequentially, and the central coordinates of the cells are determined based on the boundary 

coordinate information of the labeled cells.

3. Oiliness

After converting skin images into gray-scale images, the formula values can detect skin oil characteristic 

information. 

4. Tone

Skin tone means the brightness level of pixels visible from the skin. Convert original images into HLS14 (hue, 

lightness, saturation) colored areas to detect skin tone characteristics. The average value of L in the trans-

formed HLS  image, is used to help define the characteristics of the skin tone.

5. Sensitivity

The more sensitive your skin is, the more likely it is to blush. There is a strong tendency for blush to be 

noticeable due to external stimuli, which can be judged from images. R values (Red) are extracted from the 

RGB transformation areas of the skin image and the average of the values is used as the skin sensitivity 

characteristics.

5 - The Major index analysis process will generate high-level PI through the linkage with the skin clinic center 

and high performance skin analyzer, rather than in vivo or in vitro analysis, which is testing on real tissue and 

synthetic materials, respectively. In connection with this technology, it is possible to trace skin condition chang-

es in functional cosmetics and external environmental stimuli in detail, and it is possible to reach a level where 

technical exchange with research centers is possible.

14 HSL and HSV - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HSL_and_HSV
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Skin texture analysis
using 'SmartCam'

[PI collected through The Smart Cam for Skin Analysis]
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Example - Typical data processing cycle to receive the Skin PI

(a) Images acquired using the Smart Cam (b) Apply Skin tissue boundary line

(c) Analyze wrinkle characteristics 
(d)Extract relative toughness for each 

skin cell group

The figure above shows an example of processing the skin PI in terms of data analysis. It is possible to quan-

titatively extract skin wrinkles, colors, flushes, and gloss through the basic processes of (a) to (d). Qfora Skin PI 

has collected a total of 2000 sample images and divides them into smart cam measurements that divide the 

skin tone brightness, oiliness, sensitivity, wrinkle, and roughness into 0-1000, ie, relative normalized values. 

In order to develop the skin PI analysis model, threshold values of skin condition were obtained by using a 

histogram of cumulative distribution analysis.

In order to extract the threshold value and other reference values, various skin photographs of the ages of 20 to 

50 were collected and used as root data .15 The figure below shows our findings, which are proven statistically 

meaningful, and is now a large determining factor of Skin PI

15 Collection subject: Skin Clinical Center, measured with a 50X skin dermoscopy scope (Aramo-TS-T7; 4.0 Mega), 
    measurement temperature 23 ± 3 ° C, humidity 50 ± 10%
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[Example - 5-Major index verification data distribution]

Experts largely divide the skin type into dry, neutral, and oily, and define the features that appear for each 

skin type. Various skin type definitions are the reflection of various research methods, trends, and professional 

opinions, and change over time.
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In the polygonal image with the wrinkles of the texture cell, the younger the skin, the denser the wrinkle is seen in the unit area, 

and the more the skin ages and loses its elasticity, the less the number observed and the wider the area. Elasticity of the skin 

is determined by measuring the number and width of cells with PMDA16 (Polygon Mesh Detection Algorithm).

2. Body shape, face shape, and style PI collection

Qfora body shape PI is calculated with both offline consulting and online input methods.

Offline Consulting

In offline consulting, not only the above-mentioned data can be obtained, but also the customer’s physical appearance and 

areas in which can be accentuated and others to be obfuscated.

Online Input

If the user directly inputs online, the following PI is collected.

Upper body size selected by the user: 33,44,55,66,77,88,99

Lower body size selected by user:  33,44,55,66,77,88,99

User’s preferred image: feminine, modern, natural, sporty, vintage

In the future, the major body measurements can be obtained through the size measurement module in the mobile app.

3. Lifestyle and Purchasing records PI Collection

Lifestyle and purchasing records can be obtained directly by customers or through quizzes, periodically collected 

on partner commerce sites, and acquired in offline stores using smart mirrors and smart cams.

관심영역 내의 뼈대 이미지 

16 Represent 3D geometry as a mesh of polygons. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polygon_mesh
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1. Personal Color Analyzer(PCA) Module

Qfora’s personal color types can be created through online analysis and offline analysis. (Offline analysis are 

not described in this whitepaper.)

The steps for analyzing the personal color of the customer in each part of the face are as follows.

1. First, get facial pictures of the customer from the camera with the Qfora module.

2. Separate the facial images from the rest of the picture by preprocessing the image acquired from the 

   camera and separating it from the background image.

3. Obtain the visually identifiable facial landmark17 feature points. In general, a facial landmark can be defined 

   as the whole face area, pupils, nose, lips, eyebrows, and the hair area, and the feature points can 

   be mapped accordingly.

4. Obtain unique colors for facial, pupil, nose, lips, eyebrows, hair areas based on the mapped area.

5. Use a color that matches harmoniously with the each area’s unique color as the final personal color

[The definition of Face Landmark and an example of key point extraction]

Before acquiring facial landmarks, we applied the camera image enhancement technique to accurately extract 

the unique area. In order to effectively extract the facial landmarks from the video that can be filmed by various 

smartphone models, the acquired image must be adjusted. 

03  Analysis and Verification Technology

Face Landmark Def  inition Face Landmark Extraction

17 Celiktutan, O., Ulukaya, S., & Sankur, B. (2013). A comparative study of face landmarking techniques. Eurasip Journal on Image and Video 
Processing, 2013(1), 1-27. https://doi.org/10.1186/1687-5281-2013-13
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It is possible that the brightness is uneven due to a problem with the camera or the angle or other abnormalities that might 

affect the characteristics of the color. For this reason, the video improvement work through the preprocessing operation 

should be performed first to extract the face area more accurately from the video taken by a smartphone. Preprocessing 

such as illumination processing, image normalization18 , and CLAHE19 can be performed so that face regions can be 

accurately analyzed.

[CLAHE step for Real-time image processing]

[Example – Preprocessing area correction result]

18  Normalization in wikipedia.org, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normalization_(image_processing)
19  (Adaptive Histogram equalization). Pizer, S. M., Johnston, R. E., Ericksen, J. P., Yankaskas, B. C., & Muller, K. E. (1990). Contrast-Limited Adaptive  
     Histogram Equalization: Speed and Effectiveness Stephen M. Pizer, R. Eugene Johnston, James.
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The above example shows the correction result of the pre-processing area, an image obtained by applying the 

basic illumination processing and the CLAHE algorithm to the original image more clearly shows the face color. 

When extracting the personal color, the second picture makes for a much more accurate sample to extract the 

proper PI.

The facial landmarks are then extracted from the image which has undergone the preprocessing correction. Face 

landmark key points are generally divided into areas of hair, face, eyes, and lips depending on the location, using 

color histogram analysis.

If the values of the color histograms are similar, it is possible to infer the area according to the relative position of 

the facial landmarks. To extract the facial landmarks, template matching20 and the Bayesian modeling  methods 

are used, as well as methods21 for extracting hair, face, pupil, and the lip region based on Dlib with C++ can be 

applied. The following figure shows a demonstration of the process flow for recognizing facial landmarks:

The results are then converted to RGB values and weighted against the color standard index.

[Face Landmark recognition process]

20 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template_matching
21  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_network
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[Example - extracting a personal color tone from an input image]

2. Face Shape Analyzer(FSA) Module

The face type is mainly classified into an oval type, a round type, a square type, an oblong type, and a heart 

type. Qfora’s app includes the ability to automatically analyze facial features in five different ways, using the 

customer’s face image acquired from the camera. The above-described face types are analyzed as follows.

1. Get pictures of the customer’s face from the camera with Qfora module. 

2. Perform background separation work on images acquired from camera. 

3. Extract the face shape through image processing and derive the length of the face in pixels.

4. The final result is derived from the classification model that can determine the face type.

Like in the Facial Landmark Extraction process, a background analysis and separation is performed, if neces-

sary, in order to ensure that it will not affect the processing of the image. If the background behind the face is 

a problem, the Automatic GrapCut22 can be used to differentiate the background. 

22 Rother, C., Kolmogorov, V., & Blake, A. (2004). “GrabCut”: interactive foreground extraction using iterated graph cuts. ACM Transactions on 
    Graphics, 23(3), 309. https://doi.org/10.1145/1015706.1015720
    Maximization, E., & Clustering, C. (2015). Automatic GrabCut color Image Segmentation Based on EM Algorithm 1,2,3 LI Xiao-qi, (Iccmcee), 6-11.
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[An example of applying GrapCut algorithm to extract facial region accurately]

Once background differentiation is completed, the required face landmark points detected by the dlib library 

are extracted in pixel units according to the long/short axis reference. A second verification is then performed 

by applying the Explicit Shape Regression (ESR)23  algorithm to ensure accuracy. 

[Dlib-based face shape analysis and results]

23 Cao, X., Wei, Y., Wen, F., & Sun, J. (2014). Face alignment by explicit shape regression. International Journal of Computer Vision, 107(2), 177-190. 
    https://doi.org/10.1007/s11263-013-0667-3
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[The result of face shape detection and feature points based on Dlib + ESR verification]

3. Body Shape Analyzer(BSA) Module
The body shape is divided into seven representative shapes: the hourglass, top hourglass,  triangle, inverted 

triangle, diamond, rectangle, and circle shapes. Qfora includes a feature that automatically analyzes the body 

shape of a customer by analyzing the full body image of the customer obtained through the camera. To attain 

the above described body types, the following analysis must occur:

1. Get a partial or whole body picture from the customer through the camera equipped with the 

    Qfora concierge module.

2.  Perform background separation on the images acquired from the mobile (if necessary).

3. Body Segmentation DCNN24  is used to acquire areas such as shoulder, chest, waist, buttocks, and face.

4. Finalize the body shape analysis based on the supplied picture’s axis and shapes detected.

Many techniques have been studied for body segmentation. In the body analysis of Qfora APP, the Semantic 

Segmentation DCNN25 model is used to accurately separate areas of the shoulders, 

[Body shape analysis and result derivation example]

24 A field of artificial neural network that divides human body by each part in image
25 Long, J., Shelhamer, E., & Darrell, T. (2015). Fully convolutional networks for semantic segmentation. 2015 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision 
    and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), 3431-3440. https://doi.org/10.1109/CVPR.2015.7298965
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chest, waist, buttocks, and faces. Semantic refers to a region in which a person can cognitively give meaning, and 

determines which area each pixel is part of. In the previous research results, encoding technology or Bag of Words 

(BOW)26  techniques in the image processing were a typically used for distinguishing specific areas of image, but there 

were weaknesses in it’s semantic information reasoning. With the advances in Deep Learning over the last four to five 

years, computing has improved such that this technique can be applied actively to body segmentation as well.

[Body segmentation DCNN Design]

[Body segmentation Example- Column 1: test image, Column 2: Ground Truth, 
Column 3: Body area reasoning result]

26 (The technique of classifying documents by word distribution in document is used in image area.) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bag-of-words_model
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4. Personal Color Validator(PCV) Module

The fit of the customer PI and the target personal color type can be determined by referring to the table below.

Customer  PI Specific Tone Target Personal Color Type Specific Tone Suitability Score

Beads Spring bright Beads Spring bright 100%

Beads Spring bright Beads Spring light 80%

Pearl Summer mute Pearl Summer light 80%

Pearl Summer mute Pearl Summer mute 100%

… … … … …

Crystal Winter bright Bronze Autumn mute 45%

Crystal Winter bright Bronze Autumn dark 30%

Crystal Winter bright Crystal Winter dark 60%

Crystal Winter bright Crystal Winter bright 100%

※ The described suitability score is an arbitrary value and may differ from the actual application

5. Pattern-Fit Validator(PFV) Model

The pattern verification compares the member’s PI with the pattern of the style item to determine whether the 

pattern is optimal for the individual. The input fashion items are extracted from the main color, image and pattern 

through image analysis and compared with the personal color type, preferred image, body shape (silhouette), 

preferred patterns, and recommended pattern input in the customer PI. Then the suitability score is determined 

on a percentage scale (0-100%).

1. Get a partial or whole body picture from the customer through the camera equipped with the Qfora module.

2. Extract the fashion item from the photograph.

3. Use the pattern segmentation technique to determine the main pattern of the fashion item.

4. Determine the stylistic suitability from the PI of the customer and the pattern information of the fashion item.

5. Finally, suitability is determined using pattern semantic information detected from each fashion item.

When the Body Shape analysis is performed, at the same time the fashion items worn by the user are inferred 

as well. This analysis is divided into two parts: the Bounding box(see the next page) extraction technology, 

which separates the customer’s image into several pieces, and the second works by inferring a customer’s 

pose and mapping the corresponding area to a particular garment. 

The two technologies can be fused to identify the area in which fashion items are worn by the customer.

Feature extraction was performed using the CaffeNet CNN process27 (7 fully connected, 4096 dimensions).

27 https://github.com/BVLC/caffe/tree/master/models/bvlc_reference_caffenet
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[Style Item Extraction Technology Flowchart Using Pose and Feature Region Prediction]

[Example - Fashion item segmentation with Bounding Boxes]
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After the area detection is completed, the pattern between the items is analyzed based on the area. The analysis basically 

uses the probability of the Deep filter bank28 to deduce patterns that a fashion item can have. The features are based 

on linear filter bank, local binary pattern (LBP)29 , SIFT30 (128 dimensions), CNN (VGG-M, VGG-VD, 512 dimensions) 

respectively. This test was performed in a BoVW (Bag of Visual Word)31 form. Applying the detection results of the deep 

filter bank, the detection accuracy of patterns such as paisley, zigzag and knitted pattern can be more than 80% accurate.

[패션 아이템 pattern을 Deep filter bank로 추론하는 예제}

28 Cimpoi, M., Maji, S., & Vedaldi, A. (2015). Deep filter banks for texture recognition and segmentation. Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition  
    (CVPR), 2015 IEEE Conference On, 3828-3836. https://doi.org/10.1109/CVPR.2015.7299007
29 http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Local_Binary_Patterns
30 http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/SIFT
31 Yang, Y., & Newsam, S. (2010). Bag-of-visual-words and spatial extensions for land-use classification. Proceedings of the 18th SIGSPATIAL 
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[Comparison of pattern detection accuracy of Deep filter bank]

Customer PI, body shape, garment pattern, and color, etc. are determined and the result is subdivided in accordance with 

the Qfora PFV reference table.

Customer PI
(PCA)

Body Shape
(BSA)

Garment 
(PFA)

Garment Pattern
(PFA)

Garment Color
(PFA)

Suitability
Total Style 

Score

Beads Spring
Standard

T-shirt Dot pattern Beige 100%

90 %

Pants
Plat pattern 

Jeans
Deep blue 80%

Shoes
Plat pattern 

shoes
White 80%

bag Leather pattern Dark brown 100%
… … … … …

( The described suitability score is an arbitrary value and may differ from the actual application )
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6. Concierge App 

Qfora’s concierge app is a lightweight feature-rich application that gathers style information and analyzes the 

fashion and style suitability on a user based on the PI collected and compared against the service back-end. 

Concierge can be used in the following ways:

1. Users can take pictures using the camera function within the Qfora concierge app, and acquire unique 

   personal color and facial type information, and see those results reflected within the app.

2. With the camera in the Qfora concierge app, users can take a photo of their outfit and check the style 

   suitability based on their preferences, body shape and desired image

Here is the overall flow of the Concierge app:

[Qfora concierge app overall fl ow]
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7. Smart Mirror

The smart mirror is a full length mirror that can be used as a virtual makeup and style assistant. The internal 

camera module, infrared sensor, and distance sensor enable personal color & style analysis, fashion and makeup 

item recommendations whenever a person is appropriately placed in front (from about 1.5-5.5 feet away). Not 

only concierge apps, but most Qfora apps are also available from the mirror itself.

[HW Specifications for the Smart Mirror]
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The service contents through the smart mirror have the following advantages.

1. Since mobile apps acquire image data in various devices and environments, the acquisition data may be 

   different from each other. Image Analysis reliability is high due to image processing being easier since the 

   application does not have to constantly adjust for different backgrounds and lighting, assuming the store 

   keeps those consistent as recommended.

2. Reliability such as body shape analysis results is higher than mobile app because of utilizing various sen

    sors, rather than just a front-facing camera, which may skew the results due to the unpredictability of different  

    camera’s quality and functions.

3. The mirror can also allow for in-store product adaptation, for example stores could put their products in the 

    smart mirror and do virtual fittings, saving time and increasing user satisfaction. The below process shows a 

    flow chart of the PI model accumulation through smart mirrors and the Qfora blockchain compensation process.

[Flow Chart of PI Model Accumulation and Qfora Blockchain Compensation Process through the Smart Mirror]
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Below are the steps that occur on the back-end with the Qfora Smart Mirror:

1. Facial and whole body image are provided from user using a Smart Mirror. The facial image and the whole 

   body image are captured in accordance with an assistant through the smart mirror display. Data obtained 

   from the sensor is then combined and transmitted to the gateway server.

2. The transmitted image and various sensor data (structured / unstructured) are transmitted to the Qfora server 

   for analysis through the gateway server.

3. Similar to the process of the concierge app, the smart mirror performs personal color, facial shape, body 

   shape, and step-by-step style analysis and displays the result to the user.

4.The user inputs the satisfaction and analytical accuracy of the analysis after viewing the analysis result. This 

   information is sent to Qfora servers for analysis.

5. The Qfora analysis server receiving the feedback updates the PI learning model and sends the PI update 

   report to the Qfora’s token ecosystem.

6. Since the PI is accumulated at this stage, Quroz is sent to the user as a reward.

Because the smart mirror body shape analysis uses several sensors, the back and side profiles of the body can 

be predicted. The figure below shows the process of obtaining body and skin PI through pre-processing.

[Example of using preprocessing image and front, back, and side photographs to obtain body characteristics]

The transmitted image, various sensor, and analyzed data can be stored in the server. Based on the PI data of 

the user who has been analyzed, the AI or curator can then carry out curation on cosmetics and other products.
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The main motivating factor for applying the blockchain in our model is to get user’s data back in the hands of 

the user. Therefore, it is essential to clearly define the data that will be used in the blockchain. In the following 

section, we will outline how and what data will be saved onto the blockchain in the Qfora platform. For each 

issue, we will focus on the user scenario and explain the Token Flow:

The definition of ‘Entity’ 

The members of Qfora Platform are divided into users and third party participants providing services. 

1. User

User is a community member contributing to the Qfora Platform. Users utilize services provided by Qfora or third 

parties, as well as providing their own beauty and fashion data with identifiers for each user.

1-1. Data Owner (=PI Creator) 

Users providing their data are called ‘Data Owner’.  They can provide direct information such as their body 

shape, fit style, and preferred color. Data Owners can fill in their information on forms provided by the Qfora 

Platform or use a third party applications that collect users’ data. Utilizing the data, developers can create 

training data for machine learning. Users get verified as a data owners when they get verification from the 

Qfora Platform. Data Owners have a right to change and delete their data, and to receive rewards when that 

data is utilized.  

1-2. Data Consumer

Data Consumer is mainly companies rather than an end user. Beauty and fashion brands can purchase and 

utilize required data from the Qfora Platform to operate a business. To prevent the reuse of data outside of the 

platform, the entirety of the data with the user identifier is not provided. Users should take full advantage of 

the third-party marketplace provided by Qfora, keeping in mind that providing a properly scrubbed dataset 

to third-parties is recommended.

1-3. Service User

Service User is a Qfora community member using services provided by third Party service providers. Service 

users mainly use the Qfora platform, not to provide or purchase data, but mainly to use the services provid-

ed by the third-party, but when they use these services they naturally provide this data. A good example 

is the cosmetics market where PI Data can be used to perform target marketing. In this app, Service User 

will be able to provide purchase history and service log data, while leveraging the data for their own target 

marketing campaigns.

04  Token Economy
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2. Third Party (Application)

The Third Party is the entity that provides users a place to actively involve on the Qfora platform and receives 

compensation for its contribution. There are basic services that focus on providing or using data accordance to 

their scope, extended services that link beauty and fashion data to recommendation functions, and services that 

process and reproduce data that another user requires. The following functions may be developed independently 

and various functions may exist in one service.

2-1. Data Collect App

The Data Collect App is a service that focuses on the ability of the Data Owner to provide the data needed by 

other members on the Qfora Platform smoothly. It is essentially a data creation function for the Data Owner as 

well as for the Qfora Platform.This could gather the information directly through forms, but also through IoT devic-

es like the smart mirror and other various sources. Qrazy Mirror, will be able to identify and provide information 

that is difficult for the user to find out, such as personal color information or PI. All data from the Collect App has 

a unique ID, and when the information is finally approved and stored on the blockchain, the ID is tagged and 

the app user can be compensated when the data is utilized. At this time, the ratio of the compensation between 

user and the app will be set by the Qfora team and can be adjusted by collecting opinions of members.

2-2. Data Consume App 

The Data Consume App is a service to effectively provide users with beauty and fashion data of the Qfora plat-

form. Through a clean UI, complex statistical information can be provided in a clear and concise way. Beauty 

and fashion brands are the main consumers of this service. With it they can not only create services that antic-

ipate the purpose of the consumer, but can also identify the needs of the companies and produce and supply 

data in accordance with that purpose. Profit from this will be distributed to the user and the Qfora platform, and 

the reward rate will be initialized in the same way as the Data Collect App.

2-3. Data Refining App

The Data Refining App processes the beauty and fashion data that exists in the Qfora platform for other third 

parties and creates data that provides recommendations or other useful functions and stores it as Qfora data. 

The processed data provided by the Data Refining App allows other third party apps to utilize data immediately 

without further development or processing.

Token Flow and Process
In the Qfora platform, the Token Economy is closely related to the flow of data, so we will explain the process by 

combining the token and data flow. The process is divided into the following four types, and each type can be 

configured independently as well as work congruently

1. Data Submission Process

The Data submission process is the process of storing the data on the Qfora platform, it encompasses all the 
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validation processes before the data is actually stored. In this process, even if the data submission is complet-

ed, since the token is not compensated at the submission time, the flow of the token does not actually occur. 

However, through this process, if the compensation is generated in the future, it shows who will received the 

compensation and how it will be distributed. The issues that are mainly dealt with in the data collection process 

are identification that confirms the Data Owner, authentication that determines the interworking problem if the 

identifier already exists in the Qfora network. There is also a verification that the data to be stored meets the 

minimum requirements required by the Qfora platform. 

1-1. Data Owner Identification

This is the process of confirming the identity of the data provider, Data Owner and connecting it with the 

blockchain account. The right to claim ownership of beauty and fashion data stored on the Qfora platform 

belongs to the Data Owner who is the one that will be compensated when the data is utilized. Even if the 

Data Owner does not connect to the blockchain, Data Owner’s data can be stored as Qfora data if it con-

tains identifier information, but the compensation cannot be made and distributed. Therefore, Data Owner 

Identification is the procedure that members must proceed on the Qfora platform.

The Data Owner Candidate, which is not yet linked with the blockchain, selects the user authentication ap-

plication and uploads its own information. When uploading data, Data Owner Candidates must agree with 

the conditions for compensation distribution with the corresponding app in accordance with the rules of the 

Qfora platform. The app will ask the Qfora platform to review the completeness and redundancy of the user 

identity information uploaded by the Data Owner Candidate. Depending on the app’s functionality, this may 

be included in the Data Authentication process described below. Qfora Offchain storage may have data that 

has additional identifier information but the Data Owner has not yet confirmed. In this case, the Qfora Offchain 

informs the Data Owner Candidate to decide whether to associate the unauthorized identification information 

with the Data Owner Candidate. The application then extracts the hash value of the last stored data and up-

dates it to the smart contract. The app confirms whether the data stored in the blockchain is confirmed, and

informs that the Data Owner Candidate is qualified as Data Owner. 

1-2. Data Authentication

Data Authentication refers to the actual linking process of data that has an identifier but is not directly au-

thenticated by the Data Owner. All user data generated before the release of the blockchain must go through 

this process. The Qfora platform can store data that is not associated with the Data Owner, even if it has 

identifying information, but does not treat it as complete data. When a company that has accumulated beauty 

and fashion data has uploaded a large amount of data, utilization of this data allows the buyer to know that 

the data is unauthorized and may be limited which contains statistical information with the identifiers removed. 

Since user identification and data storage can be performed independently, if there is data that can be linked 

to existing data by identification information, the user can select whether to link this data with themself or not. 
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In the Qfora platform, only data that is authorized by the Data Owner can be redeemed and distributed .

1-3. Data Submission with Verification

Qfora data is input into the system by either direct user input, or companies that have already acquired the 

data upload data can in large quantities. If the Data Owner doesn’t upload data directly and if there’s already 

registered data owner, Data Authentication can be performed immediately, otherwise data can be stored as un-

authenticated. Data Submission must be completed through the Data Verification process and can be completed 

only when there are no abnormalities present in the dataset. The process is similar to storing user authentication 

data, but the final confirmation process may be omitted if indirect data such as logs or purchase histories are 

recorded. Data Verification can be defined as a process of determining whether the data provided by the user 

conforms to the data rules of the Qfora platform, and reviews the minimum requirements and redundancy of the 

data required by a specific application or datatype. The data verification process is intended to prevent errors 

of data incompleteness in cases where users are inputting information directly. Data that isn’t associated with 

a user on the blockchain is also put into this category. Beauty and fashion data is basically PI that the Qfora 

platform defines its type, but other services in the ecosystem can additionally define the datatype. In this case, 

it is checked whether the information required by the type is included or not, and if there is no abnormality, the 

Qfora off-chain and the smart contract are updated.

2. Data Consume Process

The Data Consumption Process includes the entire process of using data stored on the Qfora platform and ob-

taining the corresponding costs and rewards. Qfora data can be divided into identifiable data that is linked to data 

owner and identifiable data that is not linked with data owner. Data that cannot be identified is not handled by 

Qfora platform, and is not stored even if uploading is requested. For the identification data linked to the Data Owner, 

the user and app are asked to determine whether the Data Owner has been allowed to use the data by another 

member, and if the scope allows access to the data.

2-1. Data Permission

Data Permission is collectively referred to as the process of verifying that data is available when the application 

providing the service requests Qfora data and that the requesting application is entitled to receive the data. The 

Qfora data must have the identification information of the Data Owner and if it doesn’t, it is not stored as Qfora 

data. When the data owner is linked, the data owner determines whether the data is used or not. The types of 

data that can be shared includes:

- Beauty / Fashion Data Usage by Type

- Direct data exposure in the process used as stats or referral data

- Filtering range for data exposure

Data Owner can choose from the above data types and only the allowed information can be utilized. If the 

Data Owner is not linked, it is assumed that the use is allowed by default, but the identification information is not 
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disclosed. On the application side, it is possible to determine if the application that requested API is allowed 

to utilize data in Meta data and whether the requested API allows data.

2-2. Data Consumption

Data Consumption can be defined as the process of how Data Consumers use the data. The Data Consumer 

requests the app to use the service. The app determines if the service uses the Qfora data and makes a 

request to the Qfora platform, if applicable, using the API. Then, before transferring data from the Qfora off-

chain, ensures that the necessary blockchain data is present, and that the balance of the received Ether 

account is sufficient. When the app gets permission, the Qfora off-chain receives the hash value for de-

crypting the data from the smart contract, and then transforms the data back to its original state, and sends 

it back to the App. At the same time as delivering the data hash, the Smart Contract reflects the payment 

and updates the balance so that the Data Consumer's payment is distributed to the Data Consumption App, 

Data Provide App, and Data Owner. Through this process, the members who helped to consume the data 

will be compensated by Q-Points.

3. Data Refining Process

The Data Refining Process is the process of creating, transforming, or training the data present on the Qfora 

platform to create another piece of data that the Data Consumer can use. Third party companies or organiza-

tions then to be the users of this process. When data is processed to create new data, the identification infor-

mation is not disclosed, and therefore there is no additional fee to pay for except the Ethereum gas. However, if 

the payment is made using the newly created data, it will be compensated by distributing the cost to the Data 

Owner. Participating in ‘Data Refining’ may require a lot of data capacity. Pricing in these situations will be 

handled on a case by case basis depending on set agreements with those providers.

4. Data Type Creation Process 

The Qfora platform can store and utilize all the relevant user’s data related to beauty and fashion. These are 

classified as a data type that the Qfora team coined called PI. PI will be used for the Stylefora and Qrazy mir-

rors, which are proprietary services on the Qfora platform. As the platform develops, additional data types may 

be defined by Qfora or other 3rd parties through this process. The data type defines the form and type of the 

data, minimum requirements to meet that classification, and can refer to other previously defined data fields.

Entities and processes defined thus far are summarized in the following figure:
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[Token Entity & Process]

Quroz and Q-Point
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2. Quroz Pool

Quroz Pool is meant to automatically and transparently manage and maintain the Quroz token, so is used not 

owned by anyone and is managed and operated transparently only through the smart contract. Therefore, it is 

impossible for any subject, including the Qfora team, to directly withdraw tokens. The Qfora platform has set the 

Reserve to 40% (30% as a Qpoint swap Reserve, 10% for to be utilized for price stabilization) of the initial Quroz 

token issuance. 10% will serve as a price stabilization mechanism in cases where the price rises excessively. 

All tokens assigned to this Reserve will belong to the Quroz Pool and play a key role in maintaining the token 

ecosystem. The key role of the Quroz Pool is to exchange Quroz and Q-Point and maintain the price stability 

and token ecosystem. The exchange between Quroz and Q-Point takes place only through the Quroz Pool. 

The Qfora platform will encourage the ecosystem to be activated by contributing to the ecosystem through data 

provision or by paying an additional amount in the Quroz Pool in proportion to the data purchasing cost. If the 

Quroz Pool’s supply of Quroz token falls below 70%, an inflation mechanism will kick in providing purchases 

an additional 10% of compensation that decreases 2% annually until it reaches 2% annual inflation, where it 

will remain.

The Qfora team wants to maintain the price of Quroz tokens versus other coins or tokens through the Quroz 

Pool. The growing Q-Point transaction and payment is evidence that the Qfora platform has become more 

involved and that the ecosystem is active. The Quroz in the Quroz pool will expire in proportion to the amount 

of compensation and policy, but the demand will increase and the Quroz token value will rise. Therefore, the 

reduction of Quroz in the Quroz Pool means that the value of the token is increased, and it can be used as a 

way to determine the proper inflation rate to maintain the price. The Qfora team will provide initial setup for in-

flation, but will build a consensus system that can be adjusted according to market trends and member needs.

3. Interexchange of Q-Point and Quroz

Q-Point and Quroz are interchangeable. The exchange from Q-Point to Quroz and Q-Point in Quroz is 1:1. In 

the Qfora ecosystem, there are two payment methods: Quroz and Q-Point. In order to use the compensated 

Q-Point as a payment method, the shortage can be exchanged from Quroz, and the compensated Q-Point 

can be exchanged to acquire the fiat currency. The Quroz that user paid when they exchanged the Q-Point 

in Quroz is deposited in Quroz Pool and the same amount of Q-Point is issued via a Smart Contract and de-

posited into the exchange mechanism. Conversely, if the user wants to switch back from Q-Point to Quroz, the 

amount of Q-Point user wants to exchange will be expired and that Quroz will be withdrawn from the Quroz 

Pool. However, if the user wants to switch from Q-Point to Quroz again, there is a one-month grace period 

from when user acquired the Q-Point. Q-Points can also be exchanged in this way, but points exchanged 

from Quroz are not depreciated.
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4. Q-Point Depreciation

As we’ve discussed, in the Qfora platform, there is a token economy that rewards Q-Point payments as a result 

of member participation and contribution. Rewards are determined by the aggregate of Q-Point to Quroz conver-

sions, coupled with the amount given from the Quroz Pool. Rather than being just a way of compensating users, 

In reality it is a mechanism to encourage community participation. As such, another way to encourage that activity 

is to have an expiration on the Q-Points issued by the Quroz Pool. Put in blockchain terms, these tokens will be 

‘burned’. The Q-Point deprecation model has all newly created Q-points essentially on a three month timer. If 

users show a certain level of activity or contribution within that period, there tokens will not expire, but if they don’t 

a certain percentage of their tokens will expire based on the formula below:

Qt = Q3M+(1-d)Qt-1 

Qt     : Sum of Q-Point at time t. t is updated every 3 months

Q3M  : Points earned in the last 3 months 

Qt-1 : Points before 3 months

d    : Depreciation rate 

Qt is calculated as the sum of the total depreciated points of the three months prior to the measurement date and 

the points of the last three months. d×Qt-1 refers to the point depreciated 3 months before the measurement 

point. Depreciation varies by customer rating. Qfora has three customer ratings, VVIP, VIP and normal, which may 

be further subdivided in the future. Currently, the standard depreciation rates are different for each customer, as 

shown in the following table. 

User Rating VVIP class VIP class Normal class

Applied depreciation rate (D) 0% 5% 10%

d = 0                   if UC≥ CC

d = (1- )×D      if 0≤UC < CC

UC : User’s contribution rate  

CC : Criteria contribution rate  

D   : Standard depreciation rate

For example, if a user in the Normal class with a D of 10% has an activity above the standard contribution rate in 

the last three months, d = 0 and all existing points of the user are preserved. If the user has half of the baseline 

contribution rate, ( d = 0.5 × 0.1 = 0.05) then the existing point is depreciated by 5%.

UC
CC
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5. Reward

Whenever data is utilized using the Qfora platform’s API/SDK, the payment of Quroz or Q-Point is based on a 

pre-defined compensation structure. The data usage fee is automatically determined by the level and amount 

of data that is requested. Things such as gas, storage, and other fees are taken into account and calculated 

automatically to provide the proper reward. Those in the chain of compensation are listed below:

- Data Owner

- Application used by the data owner to collect the data

- App used to purchase data

- The application that provided the storage for the data

Depending on the provided API, the cost of using the data may be different, but the subject and gas ratio that 

provided storage space are not affected. Therefore, the Data Owner and Third Party App will distribute the re-

mainder of the fee, which will be set by the Qfora team initially, but may be changed afterwards. Compensation 

is paid only in Q-Point. If paid in Quroz, the compensation is automatically converted to Q-Point through an 

internal switching mechanism and a certain amount is consumed over time according to the mentioned depre-

ciation rules above. Due to the system’s depreciation rules it is recommended that users either convert or use 

their Q-Points as needed or when allowed after the required grace period.

Qfora Architecture

[Qfora Architecture] 
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1. Storage layer

On the Qfora platform, high frequency and high volume data are stored off-chain in secure cloud storage. Key 

values or information to ensure transparency will be stored on the distributed ledger. Anything that is stored on the 

Secured Cloud storage will only be accessible to those with access, and will be secured such that only the data 

owner and those the owner gives permission to will have access to view it.

The Qfora platform accesses the Secured Cloud Storage through the Data Keeper module, which is responsible 

for data encryption, storage, and access control. Data stored in Storage is encrypted and the storage path is also 

scrubbed and replaced with indexes, making direct access impossible. There may be differences in the storage 

location for each data type, and the method of storing data in accordance with certain characteristics is defined 

as follows:

- User’s data is classified as Qfora data and stored in Secured Cloud Storage.

- Data that needs to be public or otherwise has no issues being public at the user’s discretion will be stored 

   on the blockchain. (ex: compensation history)

- Other data that does not contain identification information or incomplete data is stored in separate storage 

   without encryption.

- Quroz and Q-Point information and transaction details are stored in the blockchain.

- Financial and purchase data will be stored in the blockchain. 

- User service logs and big data analysis will be stored separately on non-blockchain storage on the 

  Qfora platform. 

2. Service layer

On the Ethereum Network, gas32 is required to make any sort of transaction. It is expected that third-parties will 

make frequent transaction calls through apps or IoT devices. Thus, the Qfora platform has been configured as a 

separate module in the Service Layer for Qfora Network and Smart Contract. The Qfora network consists of highly 

modifiable logic, Secured Cloud Storage data, and data that needs to be stored on the blockchain. Storing data on 

the blockchain is a high cost activity whereas storing the data in a database can be considered a low cost trans-

action. With this in mind, QFora may be able to process service layer requests on the requesters behalf, or send 

them directly to the smart contracts for processing if needed.The logic configured in the smart contract consists 

of token transactions, blockchain data storage, switching between Quroz and Q-Point, registering new users, and 

changing the access rights of data. Since the gas is consumed in proportion to the amount of transaction data 

stored in the blockchain, the data to be stored is compressed to its minimum size and stored efficiently. Therefore, 

when a data storage request is received, the data is compressed, encrypted through a smart contract, stored on 

the blockchain.

32 https://steemit.com/ethereum/@tomshwom/ethereum-gas-how-it-works
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3 Access layer

The third party can access to internal data only through the API / SDK provided by the Qfora platform. The 

provided API may be set according to the rating of the data required when using the API / SDK provided in 

accordance with the REST API method, and may be charged according to the number of calls. The fees will be 

paid through Quroz or Q-Points. Due to the nature of IoT devices, frequent calls may occur and a reasonable 

charging policy will be supported. We will support Java and Python, which are widely used in general use, and 

plan to expand it via open source in future.

4 Application layer

The Application Layer refers to all the service providers that have a user interface that collect and utilizes Qfora 

Platform’s data. Development on the Platform, even without blockchain development experience will be easy 

with the provided API's and SDK coupled with the constantly updated documentation provided by Qfora.

Qfora’s  Smart cam and Smart Mirror already utilize this layer today.


